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Abstract: In highly populated Countries just like India, in accidents, people lose their lives due to unavailability of proper medical facilities at the right time. This project senses any accident in the vehicle and intimates pre-programmed numbers like the owner of the vehicle, ambulance, police etc. The Global System for Mobile (GSM) technology is used to send the position of the vehicle as a Short Message Service to those numbers. And also the position of the vehicle can be obtained by the owner of the vehicle or anyone with proper permission by sending a Short Message Service to a number. Most of the companies require keeping track of their vehicles, with this equipment we can keep track of the vehicle by periodically sending Short Message Service and the position of the vehicle is sent by the GSM modem as a SMS to the user. To know the position of the vehicle, the owner sends a request through a SMS. This is received by a GSM modem in the device and processed by the processor and the processor sends command to a Global Positioning System (GPS) module in the device. The GPS module responds with co-ordinates position of the vehicle. This position is sent to the user as a SMS to the user with date, time, latitude and longitude positions. When there is an accident, the accelerometer sensor detects the change in position and sends a signal to the processor. The processor analyses the signal and finds there is an accident. It immediately sends the position of the vehicle and also the information that there is an accident, to pre-programmed numbers such as the owner of the vehicle, police, ambulance etc. So the ambulance arrives in time and the police can arrive in time to clear the traffic. This reduces the time taken by ambulance to arrive and also traffic can be cleared easily.
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1. Introduction

Now a days number of vehicles are increasing very fast. This is causing high increase the number of road accidents. Due to accidents people are losing there lives. According to the World Health Organization, In a year, approximately 1.2 million people lose their lives. 16 % of the world's road accident deaths are recorded in India, though India contributes only 1 % of the world's road vehicles.

It is due to the increase in the number of vehicles without a successive raise in the road facilities required for it. In most of the accident cases, the sufferers lose their lives because of the unavailability of medical services at the right time. In large companies with a large number of vehicles, the drivers make use of the company's vehicles even for their own purposes and impact a loss to the company. To crack problems like these, this project came into existence, According to this project when a vehicle meets with an accident immediately sensor will detect the signal and sends it to Server. Server sends the alert message through the GSM MODEM[1][2][3][4][5] including the location of the vehicle to police control room and nearby hospitals for ambulance service. Hospitals will get alert message regarding accident through android applications and they pole for conformation for providing ambulance service as soon as possible .So that life of wounded person can be saved . Also police can immediately come after receiving the information and necessary action will be taken.

2. System Survey

Existing system is based on call center based(Helpline 108) work and all the process are done manually, so they maintain call log registers and recording all the details of the system.

Existing system waiting foe call and accurate location of the accident the it take the action. This is very time consuming task.

Existing system not able to make call or massage to victims friends or relative. Due this they not able to reach at hospital to avail special treatment to victim.(i.e. for some cases permission, medicine and money required from keen to hospital administration.)

Exiting system not provide application interface on mobile.

Existing system not confirms whether the help (Ambulance)is coming or not. Else how much far it is & how much time required.

3. Objective

Vehicle monitoring system is used for keeping track of vehicle movements by using client server system. As refer to literature and survey following objective are set to work

In case of any accident,

- To develop a method of accident detection that is efficient
- To send messages to programmed mobile numbers, the owner of the vehicle, Police to clear the traffic,
- To develop two android applications. One for customer and another for hospitals.
- To use a GPS [6][7][8][9][10](Global Positioning System) to know the accurate location of the vehicle with an exactness of a few feet.
To implement with the different technologies like Controller programming, AT Commands, client server programming and mobile apps under one recognition system.

Based on above objective, we undertaken present application development work.

Vehicle monitoring system [11][12][13][14][15][16][17] for accident detection is consist of following sub systems
1) GPS,GSM & GPRS Module
2) Application Server
3) Web Interface
4) Mobile App interface for Client & Hospital

4. Architectural Design

Any real world system is used by different users. The users can be developers, testers, business people, analysts and many more. So before designing a system the architecture is made with different perspectives in mind. The most important part is to visualize the system from different viewer’s perspective. The better we understand the better we make the system as shown in figure 1.

![Architectural Design for VMS](image)

**Figure 1: Architectural Design for VMS**

5. The System Specific Requirements

The remaining sections of this document provide a general description, including characteristics of the users of this project, the product's hardware, and the functional and data requirements of the product.

A. Functionality

Features from vision documents are then refined into use case diagrams and to sequence diagram to best capture the functional requirements of the system.
1. Provide comprehensive User Web Portal. The system shall display user login and able to access view of real time vehicle location.
2. Provide comprehensive Admin Web Portal. The system shall display Admin login and able enter customer/company.
3. Hardware Configured for system shall display all the products which can be configured. The system shall allow user to select the product to configure. Provide comprehensive product details. The system shall display detailed information of the selected products.
4. Maintain customer profile. The system shall allow user to create profile and set his credential. The system shall authenticate user credentials to view the profile. The system shall allow user to update the profile information.
5. Provide personalized profile
The system shall display the detailed information about the selected vehicle information about location.
The system shall provide online help, FAQ’s customer support, and sitemap options for customer support. The system shall display the customer support contact numbers on the screen. The system shall display the FAQ's upon request.
7. Online tracking of Vehicle
The system shall allow user to enter the order information for tracking.
The system shall display the current tracking information about the order.
The system shall allow multiple payment methods.

B. Usability

1. Graphical User Interface: The system shall provide a uniform look and feel between all the web pages.
2. The system shall provide a digital image for each product in the product catalog.
3. The system shall provide use of icons and toolbars.

C. Accessibility

1. The system shall provide Web access.
2. The system shall provide Mobile Apps support.

D. Reliability & Availability

1. Back-end Internal Computers: The system shall provide storage of all databases on redundant computers with automatic switchover.
2. The system shall provide RAID V Disk Stripping on all database storage disks using MS SQL.

E. Performance

1. The product shall be based on web and has to be run from a web server.
2. The product shall take initial load time depending on internet connection strength which also depends on the media from which the product is run.
3. The performance shall depend upon hardware components of the client/customer.

F. Security

1. Data Transfer: The system shall use secure sockets in all transactions that include any confidential customer information.
2. The system shall not automatically log out all customers after a period of inactivity.
3. The system shall confirm all transactions with the customer’s web browser.
4. The system shall not leave any cookies on the customer’s computer containing any of the user’s confidential information.
G. Data Storage
1. The customer’s web browser shall never display a customer’s password. It shall always be echoed with special characters representing typed characters.
2. The system’s back-end servers shall never display a customer’s password. The Customer’s password may be reset but never shown.
3. The system’s back-end servers shall only be accessible to authenticated administrators.
4. The system’s back-end databases shall be encrypted.

H. Design Constraints
Standard Development Tools: The system shall be built using a standard web page development tool that conforms to Microsoft’s GUI standards.

I. Interfaces
1. There are many types of interfaces as such supported by the VMS namely, User Interface, Software Interface and Hardware Interface.
2. The protocol used shall be HTTP.
3. There shall be logical address of the system in IPv4 format.

J. User Interfaces
The user interface for the software shall be compatible to any browser such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla or Netscape Navigator by which user can access to the system.

K. Hardware Interfaces
Since the application must run over the internet, all the hardware shall require to connect internet will be hardware interface for the system. e.g. GSM, GPRS.

L. Software Interfaces
1. The VMS shall communicate with the content manager to get the product specifications, offerings and promotions.
2. The VMS system shall communicate with bill Pay system to identify available payment methods, validate the payments and process payment.
3. The VMS system shall deals with critical situation of Vehicle
4. The VMS shall locate Real Time vehicle location.

6. Context Diagrams
A context diagram is a graphical representation of the “flow” of data through an information system, modeling its process aspects. A DFD is often used as a preliminary step to create an overview of the system, which can later be elaborated DFDs for designing context which can also be used for the visualization of data processing (structured design). Figure 2 shows what kind of information will be input to and output from the system, where the data will come from and go to, and where the data will be stored.

7. Algorithm
1. Accident signal detected.
2. Hardware send signal to server and they are recognized by unique id and location.
3. Identifies the location of the vehicle.
4. And clustering algorithm provides the information about nearest hospitals.
5. Server sends MSG about the accident and its location to programmed numbers.
6. Service call center also get the message on emergency page and it is operated manually.
7. Nearest hospitals get message on their application and then pole for ambulance service with registered ambulance.
8. After ambulance confirmation user/customer can view Root and Time on Google map for getting help.

8. Implementation
System Implementation is completed with the help of .net and using IIS server. Systems have admin dash board as shown in figure 3. Proper authentication should be there to login the admin portal. Next fields present to login the Admin portal

After Login the admin portal, dashboard page get opened having details of number of customers, Number of vehicles.
Admin portal contain following left hand side menu: Customer registration, Add Vehicle, Add Product, Purchase form, Sale form, Add unit, Add supplier. On clicking register Customer, Customer registration forms get open. On clicking Add vehicle, Add vehicle form get opened. Here Admin able to add the Vehicles and register it for using the VTS services. On clicking Add product, Add product form get opened. Here Admin able to add the Product. On clicking Add unit, Add unit form get opened. Here Admin able to add the unit and register it for using the VTS services. On clicking Add supplier, Add supplier form should get opened. Here Admin able to add the supplier. On clicking Sale form, sale form get opened. Here Admin able to map unit with customer. On clicking purchase form, Purchase form get opened. Here Admin able to purchase product and map with supplier.

Figure 3: Graphical User Interface for Admin Dash Board

Figure 4: Vehicle Track on Google Map

On clicking track vehicle particular vehicle, all the data of that particular vehicle displayed along with Google map. Vehicle No, Track, Location, Google map showing location of the vehicles as shown in figure 4.

Geo Fencing is an important feature. User have to just enter the Origin and destination of vehicle then system have to provide an optimised path for that route. User could modify that path according to his need, still we will find best rout out of it. For this Select vehicle, Enter route, enter date.

Figure 5: Graphical User Interface for Manage Vehicle

As shown in figure 5 of manage vehicle is used for configuring vehicle and hardware for the system.

9. Observation And Deployment

Automobile theft and accidents in the transportation systems have caused significant loss of lives, waste of energy, and loss in productivity. To improve the safety, security and efficiency of the transportation systems and enable new mobile services and applications for the traveling public, the project have been developed, which apply rapidly emerging information technologies in vehicles and transportation infrastructures. It is one of the most challenging and critical issues for the industries. The practical model of this Dissertation will be very efficient, cheaper, and reliable system for security & safety.

10. Conclusion

This application detects Accident and generating message which is informing family members/vehicle owners about the location of accident. This type of application is used for transport management system of Smart City Project in India as well. This application has facility of tracking and Geo-fencing. We can conclude that the output of this algorithm is gives better results.
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